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Order for SensActive™ 

The Morphic subsidiary, Dynamis AB, has received an order from Bharat Forge Kilsta 
AB. The order is for SensActive™  measuring systems together with robot. 

The order for Dynamis is for a measuring system in which SensActive™  is used for positioning forgings 
with a weight ofmore than 200 kg and a temperature of over 1,000°C. SensActive™  controls a robot 
which picks unsorted forgings straight from the forge press and feeds them to a deburring press. 

”The order is yet another example of the multi-faceted nature of SensActive”, says Eric Lennermark, 
Head of Sales at Dynamis AB. Dynamis develops, manufactures and markets technology and 
equipment for materials handling and quality control, primarily within the engineering industry. Dynamis’ 
method for picking unsorted components from pallets by robot, known as Bin Picking, is one of the 
unique and popular applications of the proprietary, patented SensActive system. Other applications are 
palleting and pattern setting as well as measurement analysis for quality assurance. In addition to 
standard products the com pany offers complete plant installations and customized solutions. 
Customers consist of companies in the Swedish and international engineering industry.  

About Dynamis AB 
Dynamis operates out of Karlskoga and has around 13 employees. The business has been granted 
certification in compliance with ISO 9001:2000 and ISO 14001:2004. Operationally, its goal is to 
establish the SensActive™ system on the market and to identify potential collaborative partners within 
systems integration. It focuses primarily on the Swedish market, but the system is also going to be 
launched on selected European markets. The objective is to have a market share, in 2012, of 30–35 % 
of all of the materials handling systems sold in Sweden.  

About Bharat Forge Kilsta 
Bharat Forge Kilsta Group is a world leader in the manufacture of forge products, including front axle 
beams and crankshafts for the vehicle industry. Bharat Forge is a member of the Kalyani group of 
industrial companies from India, which has manufacturing operations throughout the world. 
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Morphic Technologies is a Swedish industrial company, offering energy systems based on renewable electricity 
production and resource-efficient technology for producing components in large production series. The business is 
run in Sweden (Karlskoga, Filipstad, Kristinehamn and Gothenburg), and also in Greece and Italy. The company’s B-
shares are associated with the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s First North trading market, with Remium Securities as 
Certified Advisor. More information on the company is available at  www.morphic.se. 


